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Theurgency to innovate for organisational survival hasbecome increasingly recognized, with the result that
innovation hasconquered a position high on themanagement agenda. However, theunfamiliarity around innovation
posea challenge for innovationmanagement. No uniquesolution exists to building a successful innovation approach,
such that firmsare forced to experiment with innovation approaches. In analysing the innovation approachesof four
large international organisationswe find that theseorganisationssharean essential common element: thepresenceof
oneor more ‘visionary innovators’ who aredetermined to lead amovement towardsorganisational change.
Wepresent a theoretical framework to illustrate four core characteristicsof a visionary innovator, based on empirical

evidence. Thevisionary innovatorspossesses traits to discover and realise innovations, businessand political know-how,
theability to createand share a vision and space to realise that vision. Wepropose that a visionary innovator determined
to spread such amindset is indispensable to successfully achieve innovation.
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Introduction
In an ever-changingcompetitive world, the urgency around innovation for organisational survival hasbecome

increasingly recognised (O’Reilly and Tushman, 2013, 2004; Yukl, 2008; Mumford et al. 2003; Dessand Pickens,
2000). With innovation high on themanagement agenda, shifts in resource allocation to more explorative activities
are finally takingplace, moving closer to achievingorganisational ambidexterity (O’Reilly and Tushman, 2013;
2004). However, a one-size-fits-all innovation approach doesnot exist, such that firmsare forced to experiment in
their approach to innovation. Such experiments take the form of innovation labs, hubsand internal accelerators,
with varyingdegreesof success.

Awidespread amount of literature isavailable on the possible formsof innovation and how organisations
should structure themselves to facilitate innovation (Kwakman & Smeulders, 2012; Christensen, 1997; Damanpour,
1991; Burnsand Stalker, 1961). However, in large-scale organisationsbarriers to successful innovation tend to
include legacy systemsand processes, a siloed structure and an abundance of stakeholders involved in decision
makingdue to many hierarchical layers. Thus, these barriersneed to be overcome to realise the fast-paced
adaptions required to fit changingcustomer needs(Yukl, 2008; Kotter and Cohen, 2002).

Through preliminary research at four large-scale organisations in the aviation, consumer electronics, food retail
and fashion retail industry, we identified and confirmed diverging innovation approaches in termsof scale, form
andmaturity. Our initial results indicated that a common denominator amongst these organisations is the presence
of one or more individualsdetermined to lead an organisational ‘countermovement’ to create an organisation
where innovation can take place. Yearsof inside-company experience have triggered their motivation to transform
the organisational mindset and establish anew way of working that entails idea generation, experimentation and
fast-paced implementationsof incremental innovations. Their leadership position through which they provide
vision coupled with their proactive involvement in bringing innovation inside their business iswhy we name them
‘visionary innovators’.

Previousscholarshave described key leadership roles in relation to organisational change and innovation. As
such, Mumford (2003) states that ‘Leadership can make adifference in the successof creative efforts’. Change
management theory describes the key role of ‘change leaders’ for realising organisational change (Kanter, 1983).
DiLiello and Houghton (2006) propose the presence of ‘SuperLeaders’, a leader that isself-aware and able to
empower others, for higher levelsof innovation in an organisation. Besides leadership roles, key roles to foster
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innovation are discussed. For example, Martin (2011) identifies the importance of ‘innovation catalysts’, to embed
design thinking into organisations for successful innovation. However, we find that empirical evidence regarding
who these individualsare and what makes them effective at innovating in the context of large-scale organisations
specifically is lacking.

Therefore, in thispaper we further explore the concept of the visionary innovator. Acase study research has
been carried out at the aforementioned organisations, with the aim to answer the following research question:

What are theattributesof the visionary innovators that make them effective in leading change towards innovation
in large-scale organisations?

The purpose of thispaper is to present the initial empirical findingsof four case studiesat four separate large-
scale organisations. In introducingand illustrating the concept of the visionary innovator, we attempt to contribute
to literature on leadership and innovation. The paper isorganised as follows: we begin with a review of literature
on innovation leaders in large-scale organisations. Subsequently, we describe the empirical setting andmethod
used for collecting insights from our case studies. Based on our findings, we propose and discussamodel depicting
the attributesof the visionary innovator.

Leaders in large-scale organisations
A form of leadership that hasbeen proposed by previousscholars in relation to innovation is the concept of

self-leadership, which focuseson autonomy, self-reflection and continuous learning (Manzand Sims, 2001). Within
thisbody of literature, DiLiello and Houghton (2006) introduce the ideaof SuperLeaders; leaderswho bringout the
best in others in promoting creativity rather than conformity, sharing information, collaboratingwith othersand
working interdependently. ASuperLeader isa self-motivated, positive thinker, and DiLiello and Houghton (2006)
suggest that SuperLeadersaremore likely to have higher levelsof innovation potential.

Another leadership style that hasbeen proposed in relation to innovation by previousscholars includes
transformational leadership, which stemsfrom literature on changemanagement. Kanter (1999a) introduces the
concept of Change Leaders in change-adept organisations. They innovate by helping in new concept development
and are open to collaborate andmake connections. They bringpassion, conviction and confidence in others,
‘offeringadream, stretching their horizons, encouragingpeople to do the same’. Kanter (1999a) states that they
should be able to challenge the organisational wisdom, form avision and share it in ‘communicatinga compelling
aspiration’. Theymust also be able to build a coalition by identifying key supporters to sell the dream to and
understanding the ‘politics’ of change. Finally, they are described to transfer ownership to aworking team by
providing ‘the protection they need to implement change’ and recognition. These skillsare reflected in the eight
required actions for successful organisational change (Kotter, 2007). However, even though Kanter (1999a) and
Kotter (2007) describe the actionsand skills required for successful change leaders, questions remain regarding
who these leadersare.

Another key role described in the literature regarding innovation is that of innovation catalysts (Martin, 2011)
and design innovation catalysts (Wrigley, 2013). The role of these catalysts is focused on embeddingdesign in
organisations to achieve design-led innovation. The catalystsare described to be influential but closer to lower
levelsof hierarchy in the organisation whereby they needmanager’sapproval to create change. Similarly, Kanter
(1999b) proposes ‘change agents’, leadersof the future coupled to top managers to find and lead innovation
projectswithin many fieldsand functions. Both the change agents (Kanter, 1996b) and the catalysts (Martin, 2011)
are selected from within the organisation. On the other hand, the design innovation catalysts (Wrigley, 2016) are
described to be external designersembedded in the organisation to bring in design knowledge relevant to the
business. Similar to the change agent and catalyst, the visionary innovator emerges from inside the organisation.
But, in contrast to the catalystsdoesnot necessarily possessdesign capabilities.

Wrigley (2016) introduces the design champion inside the organisation asan enabler of the design innovation
catalyst by protecting them from organisational politicsand assisting communication to the rest of the
organisation. Matthews, Bucolo & Wrigley (2012) describe ‘champions’ asdesignerswho promote adesign
approach in firms, sponsored by the executive team. They are described asemployingchange processes, such as
formation of a coalition, aligning ideas to company vision and strategy and forminga larger group inside the
organisation. Similar to these concepts, Kanter (1999b) describes the potential of ‘network champions’ to direct
internal and external collaboration. Such championsare senior managers in possession of peer credibility, many
connections, deep organisational knowledge, diplomatic skills, imagination to see opportunities for connections
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and an openness to collaborate. In coming from inside the organisation, these championsare similar to the
visionary innovators. Asa result, they both possessorganisational knowledge and connections to provide
protection from organisational politics. However, empirical evidence regardingsuch champions is limited.

Asummary of these rolesand their attributes isprovided in Table 1.

Table 1 Comparison of literatureon leading roles in organisations

Leader Attributes SuperLeader Change
Leader

Innovation
Catalyst/ Change
Agent

Champion

Innovator x x x x
Positive thinker x x
Connector and
Collaborator

x x x x

Self-motivated x x x x
Owner of a vision x x
Communicator x x x
Statusquo
Challenger

x x x

Political know-how
and peer-credibility

x x

Coachingand
Empowering

x x x

Learner and
Reflecter

x x

Leverage at
executive level

x x

Thus, we find varying formsof leadersdescribed by previousscholars that foster innovation inside
organisations. Our preliminary findings regarding the visionary innovator indicate similarities to anumber of these
leaders. However, a comparison of the descriptionsof these leaders indicatesdifferences in the attributes
accredited to them. Furthermore, empirical evidence to illustrate such leaders is limited. Through our case study
research, we aim to provide insightson how the visionary innovator compares to the leadersdescribed.

Method
Preliminary research on successes in innovation at large-scale organisationspointed to the essential role of

individual leaders in successfully overcoming the barriers to innovation. In other words, those involved in the
preliminary research within the organisationspointed to the pivoting role of a notable leader in makingor breaking
the innovation approach and creatingmomentum around innovation. This triggered our interest in further
investigation into the visionary innovators.

In thispaper, we describe an empirical study of four individualswho we identified asvisionary innovators
through interviewsat four large-scale organisationswith more than 4,000 employeesand established over 50 years
ago. Further criteria for the selection of each of the four individualswere that they held amanagement position
such that they were responsible for managinga team of two or more employees.

The first three individualswere approached as they had experience collaboratingwith the second and third
author of thispaper. They were selected based on their leadingposition in innovation inside a large-scale
organisation with a long-standingheritage. The fourth casewasselected asa theoretically useful case (Eisenhardt,
1989), thus it wasselected in filling the conceptual category of a visionary innovator. Thus, the individual was
approached after being referred to by two employees in the organisation who were posed the question: ‘Can you
indicate a leader who inspiresyou and hasa vision on how the company should adapt the comingyears?’.

Our main subject of interest was the visionary innovator, as they play apivoting role in our research. Themain
aim was therefore to capture rich insightsof these individuals in their workingenvironment. For each case study,
information wascollected through semi-structured one-hour interviewswith the individual at hand. Furthermore,
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for triangulation purposes(Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 2003) besidesa first-hand interview with the potential visionary
innovator, a teammember and an employee from another department were interviewed.

To structure the interviews, the following themeswere discussed:
1. Background: Current management role, previous roles, relationswith top management.
2. Vision: The individual’spersonal future vision for the organisation and experience in expressing the

vision.
3. Approach: Methods to express the vision, challengesand learningson activatingothersand in realising

the vision.
4. Result: Motivation to work within the organisation and aspirations for the coming years in termsof

their role and vision development.
In interviewswith other employees, themain themesdiscussed were their perception of the leader’svision,

characteristicsand actions.
Case studiesof four additional visionary innovatorsare currently being conducted, but as research isongoing

they will not be discussed in thispaper.

Background
An overview of each of the organisationsand the interviewees isprovided in Table 2. For an understandingand

asameansof comparison between the visionary innovators, we provide information regarding their personal
vision, reach in termsof team size, the number of years inside the organisation, whether they have a design
background and who they report to.

Interestingly, even though each of the visionary innovatorshasa vision attuned to their organisation, their
visionsare similar in their focuson how innovation should be done and the proposal of away of working that
fosters innovation. Furthermore, even though each of the visionary innovatorssees the potential value of applying
design inside the business, and elementsof design such asuser-centerednessand experimentation are
incorporated in their vision, only one of them hasa background in design. Onemay also observe that despite the
variation in team size and experience, each of the individuals report to amember at the executive level in the
organisation.

In analysing the data collected from the interviews, we identified several main themesbased on cross-case
comparisonswhich will be presented in the followingsection.

Table 2 Overview of the interviewed individuals (namesadapted to ensureanonymity).

Type of
Organisation

Airline (Company
1)

Food retail
(Company 2)

Consumer
electronics
(Company 3)

Fashion Retail
(Company 4)

Name Sam Charles George Charlotte
Interviews 2 semi-structured

interviews
1 teammember
1 other
department

2 semi-structured
interviews
1 teammember
1 other
department

2 semi-structured
interviews
1 other department

1 semi-
structured
interview
1 team
member

Vision Foster innovation
fromwithin
operations
through anew
user-centred,
sprint-based way
of working
involvingour
ground staff

Create innovative
mindset inside
company through
anew iterative,
experimental way
of working
focused on quick
implementation of
short-term
innovations

Make our company
innovative and user-
centred through
embeddingdesign
thinking

Enable fast-
paced digital
innovation
through anew
way of
working that
entails
ownership and
prototyping

Reach Manage team of
90 people

Manage team of 4
people

Coachingall product
managers

Manage team
of 120 people

Experience 10 years 8 years 20+years 6 years
Background Non-design Non-design Design Non-design
Report to COO CCO CEO CEO
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Results
Based on the information collected during the interviews, we identify four recurring themes that the individuals

have in common: shared traits, a strongvision combined with an urge to share thisvision, political and business
know-how, and lastly, space provided by their ‘superiors’ to move freely and carry out the first steps towards
realising their vision. Each of these themesare key to achieving impact in a large-scale organisation.

Wepresent a framework in Figure 1 of the key attributesof the visionary innovator. The combined possession
of such attributes leads to the desired impact in a large-scale organisation.

Figure 1: The visionary Innovator

Figure1 The four essential attributesof the visionary innovator.

We note that in selecting individualswith amanagement position, it isnot surprising to find that they have
several yearsof inside-company experience, asamanagement position isoften accomplished after several yearsof
experience. However, we focuson experience gained inside their own organisation and the resultingorganisational
know-how that comeswith that. Furthermore, the individualswere selected based on their leading roles in
innovation. In selecting the fourth individual, we purposefully selected someone described to have a vision. Thus, it
isnot surprising to find a vision regarding the future of their organisation asa key attribute. Thus, we focuson the
similarities regarding the content and the actionsaround the vision.

In the followingsections, we elaborate on these themesand provide illustrations in the form of quotes.
Furthermore, we compare our findingswith the extant literature.

Traits
In comparing the actionsof the four individuals, we find that they can be characterised asholistic thinkers,

daring challengers, smart connectorsand pragmatic doers. These traitscombined are essential for the discovery of
opportunities for innovation, and for the realisation of innovations. Thus, the visionary innovatorspossess the
ability to move from the discovery phase towards the active realisation phase, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Key Traits of the visionary innovator

Figure2 Thevisionary innovatorsmove from disovery towardsrealisation.

In termsof ‘holistic thinkers’, (George, Company 4) explains that he constantly considers ‘what is the impact on
short term and long term, direct and indirect, to our business. Why is it relevant?’. Such holistic thinking is
discussed by Smith & Tushman (2005), who describe the ability to deal with strategic contradictionsbetween, for
example, the short-term and long-term, exploration and exploitation, focusand flexibility ascrucial managerial
skills. Kanter (2011) further describes the ability to switch interchangeably between ‘zooming in’ and ‘zoomingout’
asa necessarymanagerial skill. Furthermore, the visionary innovatorsare able to translate the contradiction
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between short and long term thinking into short and long term actions. They are described asstronganalytical
thinkers, but prefer to call themselves ‘pragmatic doers’:

I really love thinking. But what I noticed, I get disappointed when nothing becomesof it. So I taught myself to
think, how can I make suremy ideas get realised. Then, at some point I discovered that you need to go do it
yourself. So I actually becamevery good at that, if I may say so. (Sam)

You can think a lot but in theend you need to start doing. So the first quarter I wasin thinkingmode, and then
I thought ‘start now. Just do it.’ So I deflected from lotsof strategizing and thinking to just doing. (Charles)

We try to do asmany things as possible simultaneously, because if you don’t start now with the things in 2
years then you will not get there. So I try to combine a pragmatic approach and a more long-term approach.
(Charlotte)

This iskey to what makes the visionary innovator so effective; their urge to realise their thoughtsand ideas.
Kotter (2007) describes the required action of creatinga vision and developinga strategy for realising the vision.
However, a focuson immediate translation to action is lacking in the leadersdescribed in the literature.

Another key trait is their shared ability to make connections to spot relevant trendsand developmentsand to
bringpeople together for fruitful collaborations:

One of the learnings I got is that again I think differently. […] I see connections […] you have to continually
translatewhat you see to othersandwhat that connection could be to others. (George)

[Charles] isa really good connector. He isalwaysable to connect peopleor companiesof which heknowsthey
could benefit from each other. He is very social and thoughtful. [..] And his strength is being able to switch
between all levels, from theexecutives to usand recruiting interns. (Teammember, Company 2)

The connector role is further characterised by an optimisticmindset. These traitsare summarised byCharlotte
herself, when she describesher own qualitiesand qualitiesshe looks for in others:

I really believe that the people you need are very positive and think in termsof solutions instead of problems.
Of course they should have an analytical side but especially be pragmatic. And possess the ability to see and
understand thebigger picture instead of building a small solution in silo. (Charlotte)

Through their opportunism they are ‘smart connectors’, a factor that makes them indispensable in a large-scale
organisation, where chance isnot enough to bring the right people together. This is in line with Kanter (1999)’s
notion that leaders in change-adept organisationsshare an openness to collaborate andmake connections.
Furthermore, Kotter and Cohen (2002) state that in highly successful change efforts ‘you take away apessimistic
skipper and give the crew an optimistic boss.’

Finally, a common recurring theme is their courage to challenge the statusquo and to take risks in trying
somethingnew, making them ‘daring challengers’:

If you really want to do something, you need to tell your own supervisor ‘whatever, I am going to just do it.’
You need to dare to act on theedge. (Charles)

It’s kind of a countermovement against all the people who drink coffee at the office [..] who sit at the office
and decide from therewhat needs to happen. (Sam)

One of the senior-VPs said to me ‘[Sam], you’re supposed to check such a presentation before you send it to
us.’ And I toldhim ‘well, that’ssomething I amnever going todo.’ I think that’ssuch incrediblenonsense. (Sam)

I notice there’s a strong culture of ‘Yes-ism’ and doing what you are told by the boss. I prefer that my team
says‘no, we’renot going to do that’. And adding that rebelliousnessof ‘you have to use thesystem’ ‘we’renot
going by the system’. (Charles)
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In line with these findings, DiLiello and Houghton (2006)’sstate that challenging the statusquo are needed to
redesign bureaucratic processes. Kotter (2007) similarly describes that leaderswho successfully transform
businessesare able to convincemanagers that ‘the statusquo ismore dangerous than the unknown’, and should
‘encourage risk takingand non-traditional ideasand actions’. Moreover, the visionary innovatorsstand to challenge
anyone, independent of hierarchy; ‘I challengemyCEOtoo sometimes, regardinghis idea of Horizon 3 projects’
(George). The tone of voice of someof the visionary innovatorsgoesbeyond challenging the statusquo to
rebellion, which we goesfurther than descriptions from previousscholars.

Experience
In comparing the experience of the visionary innovators, we found that they havemore than five yearsof

experience inside their organisation. Asa result, they have accumulated specific and general businessexpertise.
Furthermore, during years inside their own organisation they accumulated political know-how. Thisexperience is
what triggered their motivation to initiate change and anew way of working inside their organisation.

I worked besideour CCO. I saw how it goesin termsof culture towardsher vs. me. Everyone isused to nodding
yes. But I like thinking differently. (Charles)

In his previous roles he learned what it is like to have to make profits. And also to collect evidence that
something worksand will yield profitsand not only costs, becausehe knowsthen it isnot going to last. (Team
member, Company 2)

[Sam] isextremely good at politics. Don’t forget that he isoneof theyoungest directorsat [Company 1], ever.
There’sa reason for that. (Teammember, Company 1)

Deep organisational knowledge and peer credibility are described asattributesof Network Champions (Kanter,
1999b). Additionally, organisational and political understandingare described asrequired capabilities for Change
Leaders (Kanter, 1999a). However, the intrinsicmotivation triggered by yearsof inside-company experience isnot
evident in leadership rolesdescribed in the extant literature.

Additionally, visionary innovatorsshare an ability to dream bigbut to simultaneously translate ideas into the
corporate language and actions required to receive support from executivemanagement.

Mymain focusandmy biggest allies, and I'm creating them, will be the business leads [...] because they have
thebudgets to make thingshappen, make changes in organisations. (George)

The [name of the department], that’s also a pragmatic solution of mine.[..] We received a lot of push-back
from theorganisationandbywrapping it asa ‘support department’, people thought ‘fine, there’sonlysomuch
harm they can do’. So then we positioned it that way, to then continue powerfully to ensurewe could realise
that change. (Sam)

They arewell-aware of the urgency to run a businessand deliver in the short term as isexpected in large-scale
organisations. They describe purposefully focussingon innovations that fit within the organisation’soverall vision.

Go go go, win with everything we’ve got because we are part of a corporate, and we want to get our way
becauseotherwisewecannot realise our dream. (Sam)

So this is my dream in the future, but first let’s go back to the company’s strategy, because then we have
another hook and then everyone can say it falls within the strategy. And experiments help too. And it’s that
languageyou have to understand. (Charles)

In these large-scalecorporatesyou often do not have two years’ time to deliver nothing, so you need to deliver
in the short term. (Charles)

Such translation of new ideas to the organisation’svision isalso described byWrigley (2016) asa capability of
Design Champions. Furthermore, businessknow-how isdescribed asessential by Kanter (1999a) and Kotter (2007).
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Vision
An important factor that characterises the visionary innovator is the possession of a strongvision regarding the

future of their organisation. Even though all four individualshave a vision attuned to their organisation, a common
factor between the visions is that they understand very well the urgency of the customer and the ability to adapt to
changing customer needs. Furthermore, they believe direct and quick realisation are key to remain competitive.
Also, they believe in empoweringpeople inside the business to innovate. To do so, they actively restructure
departments to remove silos, get rid of abundant decision makersand protect their teamsfrom organisational
politics.

Ownership, that’shisultimate dream. Clearly a vision ispresent. (Teammember, Company 1)

I believe in theculturechangeof making your ownpeoplemoreeffective. Just get rid of all thosemeetingsand
makesure you start thinking yourself, becausepeople are capable of doing that themselves. (Charles)

I strongly believe in respecting people’s expertise. So instead of saying ‘this iswhat you should do, build this’
more ‘how would you solve this, what do you see?’ And using everyone’s input in that manner. (Charlotte)

[Sam] isvery good at protecting hispeopleagainst bureaucratichassles. [..] That meanshedoesnot bother us
with abstract objectives from the top such asKPI’s. (Teammember, Company 1)

In most cases, [Charles] clears the road for us. He isa kind of gatekeeper that literally protectsus from all the
barriers. (Teammember, Company 2)

In linewith these findings, Kanter (1999a) states that change leadersmust transfer ownership to aworking
team, ‘provide coachingand resourcesand patrol the boundarieswithin which the team can freely operate’. They
must ‘Set boundaries for collaboration, autonomy and sharingof knowledge and ideas’. Kotter and Cohen (2002)
describe empowerment asbeing ‘all about removingbarriers’. Furthermore, DiLiello and Houghton (2006)
advocate environments that support innovation through encouragingautonomy.

Part of their vision isalso to stimulate others in ‘thinkingbig’. Thus, a common theme is their ability to coach
others: ‘You need to facilitate and coach them so that they becomemasters’ (George).

That’s leadership, go somewhere that otherwise does not exist, search for people who believe in it and who
develop and improve from the journey in itself. And that’show I try to shape it. (Sam)

In a way you have to be a thought leader. [..] A point on the horizon needs to be provided, some form of a
framework such that theenergy that everyonepossessescan beharnessed into onedirection. (Charlotte)

Moreover, they share the urge to actively propagate thisvision through presentationsand workshops. In
empathisingwith their audience they are able to translate their vision so that it catcheson. Similarly, Kanter
(1999a) describes that leadersmust identify key supportersand sell their dream.

‘Repetition doesnot spoil theprayer’, I better over-communicate than under-communicate, becauseyou can’t
expect themessage to always land in large teamsasthese. (Charlotte)

It's inspiring them and showing them also that other companiesare doing it, and they're doing it successfully.
[..] Again it'snot new in transformation changes, but it'ssomething that you have to bevery practical at, very
concrete. (George)

Space
Finally, a recurringattribute isspace to realise their vision. Each of the four individuals receive support from

executivemanagement to enact their vision. Such mandate isessential to achieve the impact they desire.

[MyCCO] isnot theeasiest person. But shegivesmespace, and I have to take that space. (Charles)
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Thebeliever community isgrowing bigger and bigger, becausealso it'sendorsed from the top! Becauseagain
theCEOispushing it too [..] so I'm not alone in this. (George)

It grew organically, but because I report directly to the executive board so there is little choice not to do so.
(Sam)

Suchmandate isdescribed in relation to Change Leaders (Kanter, 1996a) and by Kotter (2007) who
recommendsa coalition with enough power to lead the change. TheChampion isdescribed to have sponsors from
executivemanagement (Kanter, 1996b; Wrigley, 2016). However, ChangeAgentsand Innovation Catalystsare not
necessarily in possession of such power.

Reflection andDevelopment
Besidescommon traits, we found reflection and development to be a recurring theme. On apersonal level each

of the four individualsvalue learningand reflection highly. They spend weeklymoments reflectingon their vision,
strengthsand weaknessesand aim to constantly develop themselves.

I tend to reflect on my role, my actions and how I appeared. I really believe that you can’t be a good leader
without understanding who you are. (Charlotte)

I really enjoy taking a moment to reflect on what I think should happen next and that can concern anything;
from paving stones to world peace. And that’swhat actually givesmeenergy. (Sam)

Furthermore, they constantly contemplate new sourcesof inspiration externally and internally. Assuch, they
are not bounded to the limitsof their organisation.

Thesmall technical side, I'm trying to beon thebusinessside, and also try to do thedesign side. Trying to have
a global view, I read a lot in those three components this gives me the richness to be able to talk with our
business leads. (George)

Fly to SFand then go talk to the founder of a start-up, a conference […] And then on the contrary also talk to
theplumber, to see if I amable to explain to him that samedream I haveand then checkhisresponseand then
learn from it. […] I try to do that every day. (Sam)

I tend to marinate it for a while. I useWunderlist and literally when I read an article or talk to someone and I
think ‘That’s interesting, I need to put that inmy vision document’ then I write it down. [..] I block two to three
hours to put it to paper. I make sure that I make time every week to tackle something important like this.
(Charlotte)

The self-leadership literature advocates that an effective leader must ‘have an intimate knowledge of oneself
and must be able to self-reflect, self-evaluate and self-direct’ (DiLiello and Houghton, 2006). Furthermore, Kanter
(1999a, 1999b) stresses the importance of improvingcompetence by learning, and connections in the form of
collaborations. Thiscorresponds to the reflection and development of the visionary innovator, and their
contemplation of information outside the organisation.

Figure 3 illustrateshow the visionary innovator sets in motion a change, which may start small in their own
teamsbut spreadswith the aim to eventually reach the entire organisation. Their impact increasesas they grow
with the team. Through continuousreflection, the visionary innovatorsdevelop their qualitiesover time.
Comparingone visionary innovator to another, onemay be further developed in one of the four attributes. Thus,
reflection isan integral part of the visionary innovator that determinesone’ssize, and asa result the impact within
the organisation.
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Figure 3: Impact of the visionary Innovator

Figure3 The ‘ripple effect’ of changeachieved by the visionary innovator. Avisionary can develop over time, thusthe size of
each layer may differ. As the size increases their impact increases.

Conclusion and Further Research
Large-scale organisationsare recognising the importance of innovation to adapt to the dynamicsof changing

customer preferences, technological developments, competition and economic turmoil. However, leading
innovation in the environment of large-scale organisationscan be challenging. Therefore, leadership that
understand the urgency of a rapid response and possess the know-how to enable realisation of such innovations is
required. This research providesexploratory findingsof visionary innovators, individualswho aims to create
organisational change to foster innovation. In answeringour research question: What are theattributesof the
visionary innovators that make them effective in leading change towards innovation in large-scale organisations?

We find that these attributesare traits, organisational and political know-how, aguidingvision and space to
realise their vision. Specifically, based on the traitsof the visionary innovator they can be characterised to be
holistic thinkers, daring challengers, smart connectorsand pragmatic doers. Compared to leadersdescribed in the
literature (Table 3), holistic thinkingand pragmatic action-orientation are unique for visionary innovators. The
combination of these traitsarewhat characterise the visionary innovator’sability to switch between discovery of
innovation opportunitiesand rapid realisation of innovations.

The case studiesdescribed in thispaper serve asa startingpoint. Further research regarding the construct of
the visionary innovators is required. Case studiesof four more visionary innovatorsare currently being conducted.
Through these additional case studieswe hope to extend insights regarding the visionary innovator, and to iterate
on current conclusions.

Upon proposing the value of visionary innovators for large-scale organisations, further questionsarise. Is it
possible to easily identify such visionary innovators inside large-scale organisations?Would it be possible to select
peoplewho could be visionary innovators in development? If so, a training trajectory to develop visionary
innovatorscould be offered to young individuals inside the organisation. Furthermore, would it help further
development of the visionary innovators if they were identified and connected internally or externally?We
therefore recommend further research on identifying and connecting to the visionary innovatorspresent in large-
scale organisations.

Table 3: Comparison Visionary Innovator to other leaders

Leader Attributes Visionary
Innovator

SuperLeader Change
Leader

Innovation
Catalyst/Change
Agent

Champion

Innovator x x x x x
Positive thinker x x x
Connector and
Collaborator

x x x x x

Self-motivated x x x x x
Owner of a vision x x x
Communicator x x x x
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Statusquo
Challenger

x x x x

Political know-how
and peer-credibility

x x x

Coachingand
Empowering

x x x x

Learner and
Reflecter

x x x

Leverage at
executive level

x x x

Holistic thinker x
PragmaticDoer x
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